
 
 

Art invites us into an illusive but inclusive space that encourages personal reflection and expression. Art may 
reflect back to us parts of  ourselves we have otherwise ignored or not known was there. Art may invite us 
into a reflective, contemplative and prayerful space. It is with this in mind that I now to offer my own art 
work as temporary installation in churches as a way to invite discussion, reflection and prayer around a 
number of  themes. The suggested themes here are just some of  the themes my work may be suited to, there 
may also be others that you wish to explore that could be possible, and I am always creating new pieces, so 
please feel free to inquire about others.  

The suggested themes are ones that my work would easily suit, but there may be others that you wish to 
explore that could also be suitable so please feel free to suggest others. Alternatively, if  you already have a 
topic or theme that you wish to incorporate some art into. Feel free to contact me and see if  I might be able 
to provide something along the lines of  your topic.  

Themes:  

What you get: 
1. Artwork - A number of  artworks, as negotiated between us and influenced by the space they would be in 
and availability, would be set up with you to invite your congregation into a reflective atmosphere. I would 
also provide suitable write ups to introduce the exhibition and provide questions for viewers to consider.  

Packages may also include either of the following: 
1. Talk - I can give a talk on the theme and / or art and spirituality in general (either to a small group or to a 

congregational gathering) 
2. Workshop - I can run a workshop that combines creativity and spirituality 

About Karly Michelle 
Karly’s study and teaching in art and spirituality combined with her own art making and personal exploration 
into spiritual disciplines provide a unique and nuanced perspective of  the intersection of  art and spirituality. 
This is further accented by her experience of  ongoing chronic ill-health which has greatly influenced her life, 
faith and art making. 

Karly has always been intentional about marrying her faith and art. She studied theatre at Wesley Institute  
(now Excels) which included theological and Christian studies. She focused on art and spirituality while 
completing a Masters of  Arts in Church Practice through Tabor Vic. (now Eastern). Her own faith has also 
led her towards a personal study and practice of  spiritual disciplines and creative as 
spiritual discipline. In the position of  Lecturer of  Art at Tabor Vic. Karly had the 
opportunity to craft and oversee a curriculum that combined practical art training, 
theology and spirituality in both the visual and dramatic arts. Unfortunately her ongoing 
battle with chronic ill-health meant that continuing in this role was not possible, despite 
her enjoyment in teaching. She now hopes to channel her teaching interest and skills into 
other avenues, such as facilitating workshops and other types of  teaching. 

Karly Michelle  karly@karlymichelle.com www.karlymichelle.com

Daily living / everyday life  
Grief  / uncertainty / fear / pain 

Meditation / prayer / art as prayer 

Art & spirituality  / faith 
Ill-health / health / the body / mental health 
The influence of  / absence of  / struggle with words

Art & Spirituality 
Exhibiting artwork at your church by Karly Michelle 
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